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A b s t r a c t

A model for partial confinement of fractionally charged

quarks with broken local but conserved global color symmetry ,

is discussed. It is bhown that if ia impossible to liberate

quarks and gluons in this way without severe contradictions
i

with experimental data. The model predicts either observable
 !

violations of asymptotic freedom or hidrons - new hadron-like

objects with mass around 1 GeV and i'vactional oharges*
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1. T n t r o ' i u c t i o n

Permanent confinement of coloured objects is one of the

most elegant conjectures ever made in particle pfrysics. In

spite of numerous attacks it continues to resist theoretical

proof, however. At present it is still possible, in principle,

to think that confinement is not absolute and quarks can be

liberated in this or that way. For instanoe, the hypothesis

of a heavy liberated quark was used recently by J.Bjorken

ae an interpretation of the so called Centauro events observed

in cosmic rays. Unconfined stable quarks and diquarks are dis-

cussed from the viewpoint of practical utilization in the cold

exothermal nuclear reactions . Experimentally the situation

is controversial. La Rue et al. have recently reported * oan-

didates for fractionally charged matter. On the other hand

fractional chrges were not found at the level by many orders

of irignitude lower than that of La Rue et al. (true, under

somewhat different conditions).

This last limit ( < 10 'quarks per proton) is many or-

ders of magnitude less, than the cosmological estimates of

the expected abundance of the relic quarks ( "-• 10 quarks

per proton;. The estimates assumed, hawever, that <f 4

annihilation cross section is of order of the nuclear one.

This may not be the case,and there are some hopes that the

expected relic quark abundance may be actually lower by many

orders of magnitude.

The attempts to construct a consistent description of the

unconfined fractionally charged quarks belong to two diffe-

rent trends. Some of them start from the assumption that



Quantum Cbromodynamice (QCD) with the exact local colour

symmetry ensures strict confinement. Then to liberate colo-

red objects one has to modify QCD and to break the symmetry

down to a global one. This is the approach by De Kujjula,

Giles and Jaffe ' . Another possibility is to assume that

partial confinement is inherent to gauge invariant QCD. Va

is postulated (Kobzarev, private communication, and ref. 8)

that a large but finite, dielectric permeability characterises

the nonperturbative QCD vacuum. It is impossible to rule %»ut

this version from purely phenomenological point of view,, As

to the brokun local gauge symmetry we will show that any expli-

cit realization of the idea meets serious, if not insuperable,

obstacles» In particular the well-known model of Da Bujula,

Giles and Jaffe " implies either observable violations of

asymptotic freedom or a new class of light fractionally charged

strongly interacting particles - we call them hi drone. The

existence of hidrons is, clearly, ruled out by experiment.

The organization of the paper is as follows» In sect. 2

the gluon mass term is introduced and itei consequences for

the QCD-basad picture are pursued. In sect. J< it is shown

that the hard gluon mass would result in observable devia-

tions from asymptotic freedom,and thus a soft mass term is

needed. Finally, we prove that scalar degrees of freedom

involved necessarily in soft mechanism lead to formation of

peculiar hadrons.

2. The breaking of the local symmetry and free oolored

objects

Let us sketch the main points of the approach. The atra-



tegy ie to make as small alterations in conventional Quantum

chrojsodynamios as possible. This is quite natural, of course,

since QCD has proved to be highly successful in describing

hadronic phenomenology. In particular» &11 quantum rxunbers

of quarks and gluons remain unmodified and SU(J) color еув-

aetry is preserved. It ie assumed» however, that Ideal sym-

metry is broken down to a global one, so that all 8 gluons

aoquire a common lagrangian mass и • Then the color field

of a single quark or gluon is of a Tukawa type, and Gauss's

law no longer holds. Intuitively this seems enough to liberate

colored objects. To be quantitative one oan invoke a version

of the MIT bag model ° • Clearly, the mass parameter JUL.

must be small, compared to a typical hadronic soale, sinoe

we know that at distances of order 1 fermi color forces an»

effective and are not at all suppressed by the Yukawa expo-

nent e"^
1
** For small M> it was found ' basing on the

standard bag model equations that

where M ^ M ^ are the masses of the unconfined quarks

and gluons, t^ , t^ denote their radii, and finally, ot*

is the slope of the Begge trajectory, e£T ^ 1 GeV~2.

Phenomenologically it is clear that M ^ ie not less,

than, say, 10 GeV, which implies, in turn, that м £ 20Me7.

Щ



For small M. colored objects become large and

heavy, color interaction in white hadrons remain intact and

everything seemia consistent and even attractive* In the

limit М-Ъ О the standard QCD seems to be reproduced.

The situation is not so good, however. To see the drawbacks

we must return to the issue of Lagrangian masses of gluons.

3. Defects of the scheme with "hard" gluon mass

Suppose, the gluonic muss term in the Lagrangian

is of a "hard" origin. Then we Immediately loose asymptotic

freedom at short distances, well-established experimentally.

Instead of being weak, the interaction at short distances be-

comes large. Really, say, the cross section of the process

quark + antiquark — p ft/ longitudinal gluons

which for П>, 3 is of order (fay(%?) " much

larger than the normal interaction *+* i/S ( 5 stands

for the total 9, й, energy squared. Notice, that in pro-

cess with two gluons ( П/ =2) current conservation would

result in strong cancellations and no catastrophic factors

yM would appear in the cross section *° ). Moreover, the

cross sections for scattering of gluons themselves grow

with energy. For example, for the elastic scattering of two

longitudinal gluons we find



СЗ)

where we omitted various factors of order unity» In partiou-

lar, the quark-gluon ooupllng constant» Clearly, euoh a beha-

viour would contradict all we know of gluone f roa ehamonium

and upeilonium physios and other places. There will be no

asymptotic freedom and no parton model.

4. "Soft
1
* gluon паев and the problem of hidrons

Thus, Introduction of new decrees of freedom ooupled to

gluone whioh oanoel the undesired growth is inevitable.

These may be dither fundamental Higga fields at the Lagran-

gian level or composite scalars. Whatever their naturo is

they necessarily must be light. Really, at energies lower

than Higgs masses no cancellation occurs and all the short-

comings of the "hard" version persist.

The basio feature of these degrees of freedom are sum-

marized by the Lagrangian first proposed in Bef. 13 and in-

oorporated in the model of De Bujula, Giles and Jaffe ^ •

Start with three triplets of electrically neutral colored

«oalarst -;iPg
9
 Ф£ .

р
 У£ «biere -i » 1, 2, 5 is the color

index. Couple them to gluone in a standard way, through a

oovariant derivative. The most general renonnaliaable SU(3)«>

SU(3) - invariant Higge-meson self-interaction correspond to

the potential



V/V)- М

where *P is the 3 x 5 matrix jf Л V'-,*' / ' ?

• >J » jP у — ^ * (unl* matrix). Moreover, m#^ M ^

& ^ ,3- and Л л are' free parameters which can be chosen

in such a way as to guarantee a nonsymmetric ground state,

{ф^ s oonst «(unit matrix). (5)

One can readily convince oneself that eq. (5) results in eq.

(2). Furthermore, в massless excitations emerging as a result

of the symmetry breaking are swallowed by gluons and are

transm-u ted in gluon's longitudinal components. The remaining

scalar degrees of freedom aoquire mass terms. They, clearly,

carry a color index, and if they could be "on mass shell"

they would form an SU(J>)
co
i

or
 octet plus two singlets. This

fact is quite obvious, it was actually emphasized in Bef.7

and we shall not go in further details here. However, as we

shall see shortly the interaction of seal-are with gluons

bound them in white objects with characteristic virtualities

Of constituents of order
 H

~conf ""'
 2 0 0 M e V #

 This is cer-

tainly much larger than the vacuum expectation value ^ */*̂

(the latter is of order лс ) and in such a situation an

adequate classification is that of an unbroken theory. Thus,

actually we have three color triplets of scalar constituents.

As. a'result it is impossible to avoid the formation of low-

lying fractionally charged "badrons" of the type sq, sq,sqq,



saq, where s denotes any of the scalars and q demotes any

of the quarks. Call these Higgs-containing hadrona - hidrone.

(The possible existence of such particles was mentioned in

ref. ^ » but it was not considered as an unavoidable feature

of the model). Masses of hidrons must be approximately dege-

nerate with the masses of corresponding mesons and baryons»

containing light quarks ( 0,60
 }
 f>. A,... )• This follows

from the fact that triplets of soalars are very like triplets

of light quarks. Beally, the Lagrangian mass tern of scalar

fields can not be large since then they do not save the gluon

sector (see the discussion above)) besides that a large mass

term for scalars would imply that their self-coupling is

much larger than unity* The mead таит value of the scalar mass

we can permit is of order
 R

 conf* ^
 t n e o t n e r

 band, the

color forces between scalars and quarks are almost the earn»

as quaxk-antiquark forces. The only difference is due to spin

tert.s, fthich are known to have a very modest effect, shifting

the energy levels by "» 500 MeT (chromomagnetio splitting

between nucleon and A )• Thus, the Inevitable conclusion

is that the scheme predicts unambigously a rich spectrum of

exotic states - hidrons * with masses not much higher than

those of tnelr normal partners. The signatures of such state*

are bright - fractional charges, abnormal spins (as compared

to quarks)| lowest of them are expected to be lighter than

"-' 1 GeY and stable. Clearly, we observe nothing of the

kind in Nature.



5« С о п о 1 u № i о n e

Thus» we proved that partial confinement for fractio-

nally charged quarfcs based on the symmetry breaking is ruled

oat» (The Lagrangian model of integer charged quarks was also

shown to be invalid recently )• There remains yet a poeei-

bility advocated by T.D.Lee and I.Eobzarev according to

which the original QCD bagrangian ie not modified, the local

SU(3)
C 0
,

0 T
 eynuaetry is preserved, and nevertheless confinement

ie not perfect. However, such a conjecture requires from the

QCD tagrangiab to generate simultaneously two different maee

scales, characterising correspondingly the mass of ordinary

hadrons and tte masses of colored objects. It is well-known,

-that, the only:dimensional combination relevant to <jOD is of

:
. t h e ' f o r a - • ' . '.'.•. '••.'' • • - • • • - • •• ' ••..' . . • •

where 9 ie the coefficient in the Ge]»l-Mann-Low funo-

tiou, A ie an ultraviolet parameter and Q
o
 is the color

coupling constant corresponding to this parameter* Some un-

known mechanism must convert the combination (6) into two scales

differing by at least 2 orders of magnitude» This seems to us

rather unnatural. .
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